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New Bayco 1,200 Lumen LED Work Lights leverage magnets to attract while
providing reel convenience
2 New magnetic LED work lights emit 1,200 lumens on choice of 25’ AC-powered cord or 50’ retractable
metal cord reel
Bayco Products, provider of tough, durable and affordable lighting since 1984 introduced two ACpowered LED work lights to its Bayco corded lighting brand with models SL-2135 and SL-866.
These two lightweight and versatile LED work lights feature a 1,200 Lumens high brightness mode and a
600 Lumens low brightness mode with two separate integrated magnets. With one magnet located at the
balance point in the middle of the handle and the other at the tip of the light, users are provided multiple
points of attachment for complete hands-free user operation. The wand style handle was even discretely
designed with an octagonal shape that keeps the floodlight aimed in the correct direction when placed on
its side preventing the light from rolling back and forth on a sloped surface. Both models include a strong
detachable magnetic hook that can be attached to either integrated magnet on the light body for
additional versatility and convenience.
Bayco model SL-2135 AC powered LED work light features 25’ of 18/2 SJT cord, while the Bayco
model SL-866 features 50’ of 18/2 SVT cord inside of a retractable metal reel with included mounting
bracket that attaches to a wall or ceiling. Consumers now have the choice of high-lumen LED lighting at
various cord lengths with the option and convenience of a retractable metal cord reel.
“The new Bayco SL-2135 and SL-866 address multiple issues based on consumer market feedback,
most importantly the need for high-lumen LED lighting with an adequate method of attachment” says
Russell Hoppe, Marketing Manager for Bayco. “Today’s introduction addresses both of these needs and
TM
more while providing durability at a sensible low price. Now that’s Innovation Made Better .”

Bayco SL-2135: 1,200 Lumen LED Work Light w/Magnetic Hook


AC powered LED work light with 25’ of 18/2 SJT cord



2 brightness settings: 1,200 & 600 Lumens



2 built-in magnets, located at the tip of light and body mid-point provide hands-free options



Included detachable magnetic hook attaches to either integrated body magnets

Bayco SL-866: 1,200 Lumen LED Work Light w/Magnetic Hook on Retractable Reel


AC powered LED work light attached to 50’ of 18/2 SVT cord inside of retractable metal reel



2 brightness settings: 1,200 & 600 Lumens



2 built-in magnets, located at the tip of light and body mid-point provide hands-free options



Included detachable magnetic hook attaches to either integrated body magnets



Included mounting bracket allows metal cord reel to be attached to wall or ceiling

ABOUT BAYCO®
Designed and manufactured by Bayco Products, Inc., Bayco is a global brand of professional lighting
products and cord solutions including LED, fluorescent, halogen and incandescent lights as well as
extension cords and reels that exceed the industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and
value. The Bayco brand is recognized world-wide for its high-performance, high-quality, and high-value
lighting solutions that span across virtually every industry. For more information, visit
www.mybayco.com.
To find a global retailer near you, visit: http://www.baycoproducts.com/where-to-buy
ABOUT BAYCO PRODUCTS, INC.
Since 1984, Bayco Products’ vast array of portable and corded lighting products, have been the preferred
choice of professionals and discriminating consumers. In its 110,000 square foot facility, located in the
Dallas, TX area, Bayco’s dedicated engineering team continually seeks out innovative new product
solutions that provide exceptional day-to-day utility and help maximize user safety. The Nightstick and
Bayco brands are established and recognized world-wide as high-performance, high-quality, and highvalue lighting solutions across virtually every industry.
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